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Center for Advocacy
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Advancing Pharmacist Care
Success! Landmark Legislation
Signed into Law
“The California Legislature Finds & Declares that pharmacists are
health care providers authorized to provide health care services.” And
with the stroke of a pen, the Governor of California made this declaratory statement the law of this State granting pharmacists “provider
status.”
The common trademark of any successful association is often
defined by its success with legislative advocacy. With that definition in mind, CPhA achieved a milestone in creating, advocating, and
ultimately obtaining the Governor’s Signature on one of the most
important pharmacy legislative victories ever – Senate Bill 493.
There are a number of imperatives that drove CPhA to seek passage of the bill this year. In the forefront of these reasons is the fact
that health care changes driven by the federal Patient Protection &
Affordable Care Act (the “ACA”) were launched in 2013. The question
that many health policy experts began to ask was regarding access to
care for newly insured lives as a result of the ACA. With a shortage of
primary health care providers it begged the question, ‘Where are
these newly covered people going to receive care?’ For those of us
in the pharmacy profession, one answer to this dilemma was clear–
pharmacists.
The Joint Provider Status Taskforce, led by CPhA members Drs.
Sarah McBane and Ryan Gates, got to work at leading a diverse group
of pharmacists and health policy experts from a range of practice
settings resulting in legislation that was progressive, practical, and
politically viable. To help ensure success, the CPhA Board of Trustees
committed significant financial resources to the Taskforce’s efforts,
including the engagement of a public relations firm, external lobbyists, and political consultants with strong relationships to key decision
makers throughout the health care community. This multi-pronged
approach resulted in most key stakeholders supporting the legislation
and the physician community remaining neutral on the legislation.
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The passage of SB493 has propelled a momentum across the U.S.,
with dozens of inquiries from state and national pharmacy related
organizations asking, “What did you accomplish?”, “How did you
achieved this?”, and “Could you provide strategies and advice for us
to launch similar efforts?” Dozens of media outlets in California wrote
stories about the passage of the legislation, with the ripple felt as far
away as Australia where pharmacists seeking similar authorities and
recognition reached out to CPhA for input and advice! The most significant recognition received for CPhA’s efforts came from the Acting U.S.
Surgeon General, Boris D. Lushniak, MD, who provided CPhA CEO Jon
Roth with a Certificate of Appreciation for “successful contributions in
leading legislative change to expand the role of California Pharmacists
as health care providers.”
Now that the legislation is law, CPhA is not resting. Now comes the
equally-difficult task of implementing the provisions of the legislation.
Trust that CPhA has already begun that process by assembling the top
thought-leaders in pharmacy practice to begin formulating strategies
for implementation. SB493 is a wonderful achievement in the profession and one that is garnering much attention nationally and globally.
It will provide new avenues for pharmacists to care for patients and
drive innovation in the delivery of care throughout the state.
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Grassroots Advocacy

Legislative Advocacy
In addition to sponsored legislation, CPhA advocated for, and
against, a number of other legislative bills. The 2013 legislative session was perhaps one of the most active and successful
sessions for pharmacy and pharmacists ever. Many stakeholders,
authors, and advocacy groups felt inspired to initiate legislation
that was either supportive or antagonistic toward pharmacists and
pharmacy services. The legislative session included 16 legislative
bills that had a potential impact on the practice of pharmacy which
required CPhA to become involved in to ensure a positive outcome
on behalf of the profession. While this volume of lobbying activity
placed a strain on CPhA’s staff and external lobbying resources, the
result of the efforts resulted in 100% of the legislative bills being
resolved in pharmacists’ favor, including several bills that were
passed and signed by the Governor; others that were defeated
entirely; and yet others that were withdrawn due to CPhA’s strong
opposition.

Grassroots advocacy is an important aspect of ensuring pharmacist’s voices are heard in the Capitol. CPhA successfully rounded out
the grassroots advocacy plan begun in 2012 by involving students
at each of the California pharmacy schools. Toward this success the
CPhA Vice President, Center for Advocacy and Student Development
Liaison expanded the on-campus CPhA Legislative Days to communicate the importance of student involvement in grassroots political
activities. CPhA identified student champions interested in advocacy
through this outreach and the related provider status legislation SB
493 efforts. Students were engaged in various levels of activism,
including the collection and submission of petitions, dissemination
of e-communications through the VoterVoice system, participation in
meetings with legislators in local districts, and attending the California
Pharmacy legislative day.

Political Action Committee – CPh-PAC
Medi-Cal Cuts Largely Averted
CPhA continued its advocacy to eliminate the 10 percent MediCal provider cuts against pharmacy reimbursement. With all legal
options exhausted, CPhA continued its advocacy work with the
Department of Health Care Services and the Governor’s Office to
articulate the serious and irreversible impact the cuts would have
on Medi-Cal beneficiary’s access to medication. These efforts paid
significant dividends as the Department of Health Care Services
announced that over 2,600 medications would be exempt from the
cuts both prospectively and retroactively. Additionally, a pathway
for adding additional medications to the list of exemptions was defined thereby ensuring that new medications can be petitioned for
exemption from the cuts going forward. The estimated economic
impact of these victories means that pharmacies may experience
approximately a 1-2 percent reduction in reimbursement instead of
the full 10 percent first proposed.
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At the heart of an effective advocacy program is the development
and growth of a strong political action committee (PAC). CPhA’s PAC
(CPh-PAC) is an integral part of ensuring that pharmacists are able
to provide support for pharmacist-friendly candidates running for
elected office. With the ever-increasing costs associated with running
for elected office in California, CPh-PAC was asked to support more
candidates than ever in 2013. Fortunately, under the leadership of Dr.
Eric Gupta, the CPh-PAC engaged in multiple PAC fundraising activities resulting in nearly $130,000 being raised. A portion of these funds
came from strong relationships with allied pharmacy partners who
conducted fundraising activities on behalf of CPh-PAC. These alliances
included partnerships with the Indian Pharmacists Association, student
pharmacy organizations, colleges of pharmacy, and various CPhA local
chapters. Continued support for the CPh-PAC is needed as CPhA’s
enhanced presence and reputation means more support for candidates
running for office will be needed.
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Centers of Excellence
As part of CPhA’s internal look at governance and operations, management looked at ways to
enhance and simplify communication to members in need of answers, resources, and services.
An internal reorganization was launched and the result was a re-alignment of departments into
member-centric divisions entitled the Centers of Excellence, which refers to a leadership team
structure in the areas are “Advocacy”; “Communications”; “Learning”; and “Member Services”.
These divisions are designed to successfully deploy staff resources into the Centers of Excellence
within the major departments that collectively support the CPhA initiatives and strategic plan.
The result of this reorganization was that the Centers are fostering greater collaboration among
the staff team and provide CPhA members with a simplified ‘brand’ for how they understand and
interact with the organization.

Center for Member
Service
Center
for Member
Service

Pharmacist Membership Grows Again
in 2013: + 9.5%!
Riding off of a successful pharmacist membership
gain of 9.9% in 2012, CPhA continued efforts to
provide value to pharmacists across the state.
The important measureable outcome of
whether that value was achieved or not is
by calculating whether more pharmacists joined CPhA throughout the year. In 2013, this was achieved
through the development of timelines, strategies, and ultimately the
implementation of an aggressive pharmacist non-member recruitment
campaign. This statewide campaign was developed with messaging that dovetailed the advocacy and communications projects being
conducted throughout the organization; namely the Provider Status
legislation (SB493) and expanded social media communications.
This year’s campaign messaging built upon the theme “We Have
Your Back”, which was established in prior years. This year’s campaign featured a theme centered on, “You Asked, We Achieved!” in
order to highlight the legislative success of 2012 and the progressive
activities launched in 2013. The results of this campaign and other activities for membership recruitment resulted in growth in new member
pharmacists of 9.5% over prior year and a two-year total growth of
19.4%!

Governance Revisions Move Forward
As reported in the 2012 Annual Report, CPhA has undergone a
robust transformation of its governance structure under the leadership
of the Governance Taskforce, chaired by CPhA Past President, Charlie
Green. In 2013, those recommendations that were approved by the
Board of Trustees were submitted to the members for consideration
through a special election, and the response from the members was a
resounding “yes!” The next task was for the implementation of those
recommendations, which included overseeing revisions to the CPhA
California
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Constitution, Bylaws, various Board policies, and all other changes
related to the Governance changes. Dr. Mike Pastrick led the Implementation Taskforce efforts, assisted by volunteer leaders Karl Hess,
Edlen Wong, and Rachel Sperling as well as the CPhA Policy Committees. The culmination and adoption of these implementation measures
will occur at the CPhA Annual Meeting in 2014.

Investing in Student Pharmacists
In 2013, the Board of Trustees took unprecedented steps to provide
resources toward supporting student pharmacists. A new consultant
position, the CPhA Student Development Liaison, was created to oversee a student pharmacist recruitment and training program among
the eight student chapters located on the campuses of California
schools of pharmacy. The Student Development Liaison successfully
created strategies resulting in the implementation of a comprehensive assessment of the student chapters; creation of campus profiles
identifying strengths and weaknesses of each chapter as well as
recommendations for improvement; development and implementation
of chapter trainings; and revision of the student membership applications resulting in clearer instructions and CPhA branding.
These foundational
activities are directed
at building a long-term
infrastructure that will
result in systemic growth
in student membership
recruitment and retention. Additional activities
are planned for 2014
to build on these early
efforts.
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Thank You
Corporate Partners
Corporate Partnership Program Blossoms

Platinum Partner

CPhA expanded its Corporate Partnership Program in 2013 to not
only include more companies in the life of the CPhA organization,
but also deepen the relationship with all the partners. This was accomplished through the launch of the first-ever Corporate Advisory

Silver Partner

Council meeting held in Sonoma, CA. This inaugural summit brought
together all of the CPhA Corporate Partners, CPhA leadership, and
staff face-to-face with legislators and industry thought-leaders, including the Chair of the Senate Business & Professions Committee;
Chair of the Assembly Business & Professions Committee; Chairman
of the California Republican Caucus; and three other key legislative

Gold Partner

members. The result was an amazing networking opportunity and
information exchange of ideas between corporate partners, CPhA,
and legislative leaders as well as an educational opportunity for the

Bronze Partner

legislators to learn about important pharmacy issues.

Center for Communications
Center
for Communications

CPhA conducted and in-depth review of both short-term and
long-term strategies to continually enhance the CPhA communications plan. In creating the CPhA Center for Communications,
additional resources were added to the Center by creating an
additional full time staff position. This additional staff helped
ensure there were the needed resources to engage in communications strategies that were not previously implemented.
This resulted in the creation of a communications program that
included a complete redesign and refresh of the CPhA website
including upgraded e-commerce capabilities, member portal
access, and a user-friendly interface; an increased number of
Academy-specific newsletters on relevant topics; expanded
number and frequency of email “Rx Alerts” and “Membership
Matters” for legislative, regulatory, and time sensitive information; town hall meetings and webinars as well as specific
email messages related to the governance revisions and
special election; and the expansion of social media including Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter to communicate content to
alternative audiences.
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Center for Learning
Center
for Learning
Institute for Advanced Pharmacy Practice

Institute for Advanced Pharmacy Practice
CPhA advanced its efforts to provide quality continuing and certificated education for pharmacists in 2013. Through the Center for
Learning, additional regional, online, and annual conference continuing
education programs were added to provide a robust array of topics to
help pharmacists advance their practices. Additionally, CPhA offered
a record 13 Certificate Programs for advancing pharmacist in-depth
learning in Immunization, MTM, and Diabetes Management. CPhA also
launched an exciting new initiative in conjunction with the passage of
the landmark provider status legislation, SB493. CPhA’s Institute for
Advanced Pharmacy Practice will become the place where all pharmacists who want to learn the advanced practice methods allowed
under SB493 can gain that knowledge. The Institute is developed and
coursework content underway in collaboration with the eight California
Schools of Pharmacy. The Institute’s APP certificate program will be
available in late 2014.

West Coast Pharmacy Exchange
CPhA’s Annual Meeting
‘Come Learn and Play in Monterey’ was the theme of CPhA’s
West Coast Pharmacy Exchange, held in beautiful Monterey, CA. The
2013 annual conference featured an array of 24 relevant and timely
continuing education programs, a trade show exhibit showcase, social
events, and House of Delegates Policy sessions. The 2013 conference
drew record attendance from pharmacists, technicians, student pharmacists and leadership as new family-friendly attractions and features
were added to the program. The conference theme also highlighted
important networking and social activities that were hosted by CPhA
Corporate Partners and Exchange sponsors.

Thank You
2013 Sponsors

2013

Advancing Pharmacist Learning

Premier Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsor
Independent
Pharmacists
Association
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Treasurer’s report
In 2013, CPhA continued its financial growth trend
which began in 2011. This year, operational revenues achieved a 22 percent growth over prior year.
Key areas which comprised the growth include Journal advertising, educational programs and memberbenefit royalty programs. New membership resulted
in a 10 percent increase in membership revenue over prior year. Much
of the increases can be attributed to continued operational investment
in educational, governmental and public affairs staffing. Overall, the
operating budget achieved 98 percent of budgeted revenues and 10
percent over budgeted expenditures. The organization continues to
focus its resources on re-establishing and growing key membership
programs and services that had been in decline the prior decade.
Outside of the general operations, the Board of Trustees made key
strategic investing decisions throughout 2013 including support necessary for the provider status legislation (SB493), consultant services
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focused on a long-term strategy for student pharmacist membership,
and specialized committees to evaluate and implement more effective
House of Delegate and Board practices. Even with the Board-approved
expenditure of those operating reserves, the net investment balance
increased for a second consecutive year. The primary purpose of
CPhA’s investment portfolio is to support key strategic initiatives and
to enhance the financial strength and stability of the organization as
a whole. The investment strategies and guidelines are developed and
supported by the Investment Committee, senior leadership and the
Investment Advisory firm, Beacon Pointe.
Looking to 2014, financial growth will remain the focus along with
specific target goals: strengthening relationships with new corporate
partnerships, growing and expanding the educational programs to
include the Institute for Advanced Pharmacy Practice, and continuing
CPhA’s strong commitment to governmental and public affairs.
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2013		
Current assets:			 2012
Cash and equivalents
Accounts receivable
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s
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other current assets
Total current assets
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Note: These financial statements are unaudited and contain estimates that are
subject to change as final information becomes available.
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